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ABSTRACT 
PESSIN, JACOB Structural Health Monitoring Methods of Composite Structures 
 Department of Mechanical Engineering, June 2019. 
ADVISOR: Professor Cortez 
Structural health monitoring has the potential to allow composite structures to be 
more reliable and safer, then by using more traditional damage assessment techniques. 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) utilizes individual sensor units that are placed 
throughout the load bearing sections of a structure and gather data that is used for stress 
analysis and damage detection. Statistical time based algorithms are used to analyze 
collected data and determine both damage size and probable location from within the 
structure. While traditional calculations and life span analysis can be done for structures 
made of isotropic materials such as steel or other metals, composites are highly orthotropic 
in nature. Composites must then be analyzed experimentally for more reliable results of 
the current damage state, or in-situ with SHM. Current research focuses on utilizing both 
piezoelectric sensor actuator pairs for damage detection, as well as fiber and particle based 
sensors for strain state awareness. While each method has its drawbacks due to incidental 
discontinuities reducing structural properties or difficulty in implementation and accuracy, 
SHM is vital for the successful wide spread implementation of composite structures. 
Piezoelectric based acousto-ultrasonic based sensor networks are ideal for damage 
detection and localization but are difficult to imbed within composites and can reduce their 
properties. Fiber and particle based strain sensors are ideal for detection of deformation 
and stress state, but are difficult to repair and to detect damage of the structure.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 
BACKGROUND ON STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
 
 Structural health monitoring is the passive or active procedure of determining the 
stress and strain states of a structure in order to detect and locate sites of damage. This 
system of monitoring can take several forms, but in general focuses on the implementation 
of sensor units that are able to detect the location and magnitude of a defect within the 
structure on a time scale basis, differentiating the process from non-destructive testing. 
Intelligent structures is what comes to mind when one considers the applications of 
structural health monitoring [1]. A structure that is actively monitored on a constant basis 
for defects and damage will be able to be utilized more efficiently and effectively for its 
specific application. There is considerable attention for the application of structural health 
monitoring as it pertains to the structural health of composite parts and larger composite 
structures.  
Composite materials allow for the integration of sensing technology within the 
material structure of the system, leading to numerous advantages and hurdles that need to 
be overcome before widespread implementation is possible [2]. Many of the issues with 
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implementing a structural health monitoring system are related to the complexity of the 
algorithm necessary to interpret the sensing data obtained from the sensor unit. Another 
issue relates to the process of interpreting stress and strain data into likely locations of 
damage and intensity of the damage detected [1]. With regards to the sensor system itself, 
there are difficulties in implementing a system that is both lightweight and does not impede 
the structural integrity of the part through its implementation [2]. The methodologies 
presented later in this paper seek to solve either one of these two problems through novel 
implementations of sensor units and the development of clever algorithms based on a 
probability, time based analysis of the sensor data. 
 
1.2 Background 
 
 
Structural health monitoring itself as a technology has evolved over the years and 
has been important to engineers and designers when planning for how long a part or 
structure might last. For most structural applications the life span and working period of 
anything that is made is finite and real world structures are prone to conditions that are 
difficult to monitor in a laboratory set up [3]. Historically structural health monitoring has 
involved visual inspections of structures over the course of their life span in order to 
determine damage and when repairs and replacement might be necessary. This primitive 
nature of the health monitoring of structures and critical load bearing parts has led to the 
implementation of failure criteria. Calculations and estimations of the cyclical loading of 
forces on a structure help to determine the lifespan of the various components of a structure. 
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Properties for the structure are obtained in a laboratory setting, in which elastic modulus 
and tensile strength, along with the brittle nature of the structure is taken into account for 
its estimated lifespan. A factor of safety is always included in this estimation as it is 
difficult to accurately portray environmental conditions and how they will affect the 
structural integrity of any component over the course of its service life. This can lead to 
over or under estimations for the full service life of a part, leading either to catastrophic 
failures of a structure before its estimated service, or a part being replaced while it might 
have years of service life still left. 
 Most modern day implementations of structural health monitoring involve the use 
of spread out sensor units on a structure, and are mainly utilized in bridges and other critical 
load bearing structures where constant observation of the structure would be too costly or 
time consuming, yet failure of the structure could lead to severe loss of life. This is 
prevalently seen in bridges in Hong Kong, where there are stress and strain monitoring 
system in place along many of its bridges. This includes the Wind and Structural Health 
Monitoring System (WASHMS) in place along the Tsing Ma, Ting Kau, Kap Shui Mun 
and Stonecutters bridges [4]. This sophisticated system utilizes sensory system for 
obtaining structural data, data acquisition system for collecting the data from the sensors, 
and centralized computing systems for analyzing the collected data utilizing a form of 
statistical time series assessment in order to measure stress and detect where damage might 
have occurred. The sensors that are utilized on all of the bridges include accelerometers, 
strain gauges, displacement transducers, level sensing stations, anemometers, temperature 
sensors and dynamic weight-in-motion sensors. This real world example of actual 
structural health monitoring uses many of the same principles and approaches that would 
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be used when conducting a structural health monitoring regime on composite systems and 
structures [4]. 
 Structural health monitoring of composites is of particular interest to engineers and 
scientists as it would allow for more precise and in depth monitoring of aerospace grade 
parts and industrial components. This includes applications in components for satellites 
and rockets, as well as fighter planes, commercial jets, and wind turbine blades. An 
accurate implementation of structural health monitoring would allow for more accurate 
knowledge of the current stress state as well as accumulated damages that have occurred 
in the part or structure [5]. This combined with statistical analysis of the damage index for 
the part as well as current and cyclical loadings will allow for a more accurate duration of 
service life. Which corresponds to a less conservative factor of safety for the structure. This 
can lead to major improvements in cost savings for maintaining aircraft and wind turbines, 
as well time savings on repairs and the current methods of visual inspections to verify the 
integrity of parts and structures [1]. This paper will look at the two sides necessary for an 
effective structural health monitoring system. The first being the sensor system for the 
collection of the data from various critical points of the part or structure. The next being 
the data processing system that utilized complex algorithms and signal processing to 
convert the sensor input data into real time stress times, along with damage location and 
intensity. 
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1.3 Methodologies 
 
 
 The primary purpose of this paper is to present several methods for structural health 
monitoring  as it applies to the health diagnostic purposes for composite parts and 
structures. Exploratory methods for the algorithm component of the health monitoring 
system will be presented and compared to each other in terms of ease of implementation 
and efficacy as proven through simulation and experimentation. Several methods for sensor 
integration into the composite structure will also be presented and assessed. There are two 
broad categories for sensor implementation of the composite structures, embedded sensors 
within the material itself and sensors that are adhered after manufacturing of the composite 
structure and lie on its surface. Both of the categories presented have advantages and 
disadvantages as it pertains to decreased material performance and accuracy for damage 
detection. Additionally is important to determine the severity of cracks that have occurred. 
Ideally a system will be created that is able to be easily integrated in a variety of composite 
layups and has enough resolution and accuracy to obtain accurate state of stress data from 
the material in real time that is able to be processed by the statistical algorithm and be 
analyzed for damage location and severity. 
 There will be several related, yet distinct in their approach, methods for the 
statistical algorithm of pattern recognition and analysis in this paper that will be compared 
and contrasted to one another, as well as a summary given for how each of them operates. 
The first methods utilizes a statistical time based method in order to perform reliability 
calculations on both simulation and experimental data from an acousto-ultrasonic based 
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structural health monitoring system [6]. The next method utilized a sequential probability 
ratio test framework for the analysis portion of the structural health monitoring procedure. 
This was tested with a vibrational based sensor technique for the health monitoring, and 
works on assessing the probability that damage has occurred based on the experimental 
data obtained from the sensor unit [6]. The next method is similar to the other two presented 
yet is a statistical time series technique based on a modeling method of the system and 
again uses statistical analysis for determining damage detection given a certain location on 
the structure [7]. Another method presented utilizes differences in voltage potential across 
a sensor and how it changes over time to calculate the likelihood that damage has occurred 
in a given region of the structure [8]. Most of these methods use statistics to detect the 
probability of damage having occurred in a given region of the structure, yet differ in the 
specifics of the algorithm utilized and its approach given the different types of sensor 
apparatuses tested on the structure. 
 One of the more varied and interesting components of a structural health monitoring 
system is the physical sensor apparatus that is utilized for data collection purposes. The 
most common set up that is used is a piezoelectric system that deforms according to 
aggregated stresses in the structure. These translate into voltages produced by the 
piezoelectric sensor which can be transformed into a deformation and used for damage 
detection [1]. Another method is similar but uses a pair of piezo electric actuators and 
collectors for a sensor unit. The actuator produces a waveform that is picked up by the 
collector. The collected waveform is analyzed in comparison to the waveform produced by 
the emitter actuator, thus allowing for an algorithm to be implemented and help detect the 
location and degree of damage that has occurred [7]. Other systems utilize more novel 
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approaches that integrate nanotechnology or flexible  sensors in the sensing system. One 
such method utilizes a flexible printed circuit board for housing the sensor units, while 
another uses a flexible network of sensors that can be either imbedded or attached to the 
surface of a composite structure [2]. Other techniques utilize nanowires and nanoparticles 
as the sensing units that are able to obtain better resolution that other systems and impede 
less with the structural properties of the composite structure [9]. Another interesting 
approach to the sensor technology is a “strain paint” that can be applied to the surface of 
the structure easily post processing [3]. Lastly a sensor method involving the use of lasers 
is explored for detecting disbonds and crack growths in composite materials [10]. These 
methodologies for data processing of the structural health monitoring system and for 
implementing sensor units into a composite structure are critical for producing health 
monitoring systems that are both reliable and accurate. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
METHODS OF DAMAGE RECOGNITION AND DATA AQUISITION 
 
 
 Structural health monitoring can be broken down into two main components, the 
processing algorithm that takes in sensor data and outputs likelihood of damage having had 
occurred as well as damage magnitude, as well as the particular sensor system that is used 
for the monitoring purposes, figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Flow chart for showing the organization of various material testing procedures, with a focus on 
structural health monitoring and its important aspects. 
 
 Structural health monitoring (SHM) is but a subset of the larger field of material 
testing and simulation, and is promising in its ability to help save costs and reduce down 
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time for maintenance of parts (figure 1). To this end there has been no shortage of research 
in health monitoring systems for a variety of structures and parts, with a particular focus 
given to composites, due to the complex nature of their stress states and failure modes. 
Failure analysis for more simple isotropic structures is easier to do in a laboratory set up 
with basic simulation tools as the material properties are more uniform than that of 
composites [11]. This allows for destructive and non-destructive testing to be utilized so 
that a service life for the part or structure can be calculated [7].  
While basic maintenance and service must be given to these simpler structures, 
their more predictable nature allows for them to be implemented with less complex analysis 
techniques and instrumentation. Composite parts and structures have a myriad of desirable 
characteristics, ranging from their excellent strength to weight ratio, tunable properties, 
ease of molding to complex shapes, and high toughness. The drawback and main concern 
with composites, which makes them a necessary candidate for structural health monitoring, 
however is their orthotropic nature [12]. Modeling and predicting the failure modes as well 
as damage locations of composite structures is much more difficult than more traditional 
isotropic materials, such as metals. SHM is a complex process that starts from the 
development of sensor technology to the implementation of adaptive structures as seen in 
figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Basic diagram for the process of SHM of a part, from the development of the sensor and analysis 
methods to damage estimates and updates for the remaining life of the structure [13]. 
  
Structural health monitoring would allow for damage prediction and stress state 
analysis of these more difficult to model composite parts and structures [7]. The orthotropic 
nature of composites means that their properties are not the same in all directions. Defects 
in the layup as well as loadings in non-material directions can cause complex stress states. 
Out of plane shear stresses can cause delamination damage to occur far before actual 
damage to the fibers or the ply’s of the composite material might form. Figure 2 shows the 
basic outline of the process of structural health monitoring and how it can be used to gather 
data on the current damage state of a composite part, as well as where damage has occurred. 
This estimation of damage along with data on the current stress state of the structure allows 
for an additional estimation of the remaining service life of the part [14].  Damage also 
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helps show if any additional maintenance would be necessary to keep the structure 
functional and help prevent a catastrophic failure. All of this culminates in composite 
structures that are able to adapt to environmental loads and conditions more effectively 
than those without structural health monitoring systems, as well as require less maintenance 
from employees. This leads to decreased costs in long term operation of structural health 
monitoring system along with advantages in increased safety, longevity of parts, and 
preemptive failure analysis. The implementation of “intelligent” structures in the future 
can be able to relieve stresses and even repair damage on their own without human 
interference [15]. The focus of the following sections of this report will be on outing several 
methods used in data processing of the structural data from the sensor units, as well as 
methods for obtaining and collecting data through several implementations of novel sensor 
arrays. 
 
2.1 Data Processing Algorithms 
 
 
 While the sensors are able to collect data on the current stress and damage state of 
a part, post processing of the data is important for determining damage size and location. 
The data is also necessary for calculating the remaining service life and maintenance of a 
structure. Several different types of algorithms are utilized for processing the data, and 
while not the focus of this paper, are crucially important in the process of SHM, table 1. 
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Table 1. Classification of SHM systems based on reliability quantification and how the system will operate 
based on a periodic and an automatic monitoring scheme [6]. 
 S-SHM (Scheduled A_SHM (Automatic) 
Known Damage Location 
(KDL) 
The system will only 
interrogate periodically a 
known “hotspot” location. 
(similar to NDE) 
The system will 
continuously interrogate a 
known “hotspot” location. 
 
Unknown Damage  
Location (UDL 
The system will 
periodically interrogate the 
entire structure for damage. 
 
The system will 
continuously interrogate 
the entire structure for 
damage. 
 
 A summary of SHM schedules can be seen in table 1, which outline how an 
algorithm will operate in order to determine both damage location and magnitude [6]. The 
core of many of the algorithms used in SHM is a comparison of healthy and unhealthy state 
data for a given composite structure. A statistical time based methodology can be used in 
structural health monitoring systems in order for reliability calculations to be done for 
determining the damage index [8]. This type of methodology involves the use of time scale 
measurements taken from the composite structure. The data can then be utilized along with 
a statistical analysis in order to determine the likelihood of damage having occurred at a 
specific location, as well as the magnitude of the damage, figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Heat map of a structure generated from data gathered from an SHM system [1]. 
 
 A basic outline of a heat map generate from a SHM system can be seen in figure 3. 
This helps to show how the algorithms and processing techniques are able to analyze the 
raw data from the sensors and generate damage location and magnitude indexes for the 
composite materials [16]. While some algorithms may differ in the specifics of how each 
processes the stress input data, all that output damage detection are based in the statistical 
likelihood of detecting damage and its magnitude [11]. Other SHM systems only monitor 
the current stress and strain state of the structure, and thus process the data from the sensors 
and converts it into deformations in the structure and the corresponding loads. 
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2.2 Stress State Data Acquisition 
 
 
 The primary and most widely utilized technique for data acquisition in structural 
health monitoring systems, not just limited to composite parts, is the use of piezoelectric 
sensors, and piezoelectric sensor-actuator pairs figure 4.   
 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of structural health monitoring (SHM) principles as they apply to the 
process of health monitoring using piezo electric sensors [6]. 
 
 The process for structural health monitoring using piezo electric sensors is the most 
well established method and is utilized on many health monitoring systems, not just limited 
to composite materials and structures. The general schematic for SHM of a part that utilizes 
piezoelectric sensors is outlines in figure 4. The process starts with a detection of damage 
from surrounding sensors to the damage site, which is then interpreted to find its location 
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and size, and then analyzed to see how the damage affects the remaining life expectancy 
of the part [11]. Figure 5 helps to show the methodology for damage detection using 
piezoelectric sensors. 
 
 
Figure 5. Process of the generated wave from the actuator producing a transmitted wave that is received by 
the sensor and analyzed [6]. 
 
The implementation of the piezoelectric actuator-sensor network and how it can 
detect damage is actually a relatively easy to understand process, albeit quite complicated 
to implement. Across the structure, pairs of sensors and actuators are placed such that the 
actuator outputs a known waveform through the part, and the sensors pick up the waveform 
and any distortions that have happened to it as its traveled through the part, with the basic 
schematic of this setup shown in figure 5 [6]. When damage or an unknown defect occurs 
in the structure, a waveform that was generated by the actuator will become distorted. By 
utilizing multiple sensors the damage size and location can be inferred from the received 
waveform when compared with the original output signal [6]. Certain properties and set 
material propagation parameters need to be known and analyzed before the implementation 
of a piezoelectric sensor system. This is especially true when applied for composite parts 
and structures, as composites are orthotropic in nature. Stresses through the lamination and 
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the curing process can create air pockets, residual cracks in the matrix, and un wetted fibers. 
These factors alter the propagation properties of the material significantly from the ideal 
[17]. When computer simulations are utilized as well to predict SHM procedures and 
damage detection it is difficult yet essential that defects in the part “healthy” state is known 
[6]. Tests must be done initial to determine what the received wave will look like in the 
structure in its healthy state. This is done so that changes in the received wave can be 
analyzed from data sent by multiple sensors to determine the aforementioned stress state 
and damage state of the structure, figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6. Experimental setup of several sensor-actuator test pieces, with the sensors and actuators merely 
taped onto the outside of the test pieces [6]. 
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While the arrangement and setup of the piezoelectric sensors can vary based on the 
method and application, the basic operation of the system remains quite similar when 
utilizing these types of sensors. A basic setup of a piezoelectric sensor network can be seen 
in figure 6, which basically demonstrates how in the simplest way the piezoelectric sensors 
are attached to the surface of the part [5]. Multiple studies that focus on the control 
algorithms for processing the data from the sensor units utilize piezoelectric sensors due to 
the body of knowledge and ubiquitous nature of the technology. More exotic sensor 
technology integration can be used due to the ease of implementation in composites, figure 
7. 
 
 
Figure 7. Microfabricated stretchable network concept: microfabricate complete integrated network 
(bottom left), stretch network (bottom center), and deploy network into structure (bottom right) [5]. 
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The main advantage that composite materials present for the implementation of these SHM 
technologies adapted for other materials, is the ability for the sensor networks to be 
imbedded within the composite structure itself. This can provide numerous benefits when 
it comes to resolution and accuracy of damage detection [5]. When damage occurs in a 
composite the most common failures modes are through cracking of the matrix and through 
delamination of the plys. An integration of a sensor network within a composite structure 
can be seen in figure 7. The sensor network embedded in the composite part allows for a 
more detailed and accurate analysis of the current stress and damage state. From this data 
an analysis of the interplanar shear stresses between the plys can occur, figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. Stretchable piezoelectric sensor network stretched from its original size (a) and embedded in a 
carbon fiber plate (b) [5]. 
 
 Piezoelectric sensors are well tested in their ability to detect and locate damage that 
has occurred in many different kinds of structures, and are especially applicable to 
composite ones as well. Embedded sensors, as seen in figure 8, can give advantages in 
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regards to composite monitoring during the manufacturing process as well [5]. This crucial 
information for a composite structure’s health state even before the implementation of the 
part can help predict how the structure will act under loading and over time. When an epoxy 
based composite cools the matrix and fibers, which have different poisons ratios, will 
contract at different rates. This results in cracking in the matrix and can in some cases result 
on delamination or even fiber damage as well. An in-situ monitoring system would allow 
for this damage to be located and assessed based on its severity [6]. While not the only type 
of sensor that is utilized, piezoelectric sensors have advantages for their accuracy and 
lightweight nature, ideal for SHM purposes. 
 The next category of sensors types that are used for SHM purposes are less well 
researched yet have promising implications for how SHM can be tailored towards 
composite materials. This included the implementation of nanoparticles and nano-wires 
within and applied to composites that have sensor capabilities for determining the current 
stress state of the structure [18].  Conductive films can also be implemented post-
processing of the structure for accurate strain measurements, figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Example of the nano-fiber/particle SHM approach, utilizing changes in resistivity for SHM [3]. 
 
The premise of these sensors is that they are able to operate as a change in the 
deformations of the composite structure will alter the state of the sensors as well. This 
change in deformation acts like a common strain gauge and alters the base resistance of the 
“wires” in the material as seen in figure 9. This then corresponds with a change in stress 
and damage that might have occurred in the part [19]. There are also more novel based 
sensor systems that utilize light or sounds as the SHM sensor units. As seen in figure 10, a 
method of a laser based monitoring system used in conjunction with a strain paint can 
actively monitor the strain faced in a composite part over time. 
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Figure 10. Example of a laser based SHM system that utilized the diffraction of a laser beam to measure 
the strain and thus the present stress in a system [3]. 
 
When a laser is shone at the strain paint on the part or structure a spectrometer is 
able to read the refracted light and determine the current strain state. While this method is 
not solely tailored for composite parts, it does allow for extensive monitoring of the current 
stress state, which like many of the other methods discussed is crucial for SHM of 
composite parts [3]. As stated previously the orthotropic nature of composite parts requires 
that they need SHM methods for more accurate predictions for service life and damage 
analysis for intelligent structures.  
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Chapter 3 
 
 
COMPARRISON OF STRUCTURAL HEATLTH MONITORING METHODS 
 
 
 Previously the procedures for collecting data to be analyzed from composite 
structures for structural health monitoring was discussed. However, each of the methods 
for data collection has drawbacks and advantages over others for different applications. 
These methods all follow a similar broad methodology as outlined in figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 11. Cycle of SHM from the sensing of the current part stress state, to the control to alter the stress 
state [5]. 
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 Figure 11 shows how the process of sensing to awareness and control can be done 
with SHM, with each of the different sensing methods having advantages over the others 
in terms of their application [5]. 
 
3.1 Advantages of Sensor Arrays 
 
 
 An important aspect for some implementations of structural health monitoring is 
the implementation of sensors that are able to determine damage location as well as the 
magnitude of the incurred damage without manual control or interference, figure 12. 
Piezoelectric sensors, along with acousto-ultrasonic methods have advantages over other 
methods as it pertains to damage detection and location analysis [14]. 
 
 
Figure 12. Implementation of a sensors network in a composite material [2]. 
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 The method for embedded piezoelectric sensor arrays can be seen in figure 12, 
which is particularly good at damage location detection and magnitude of damage in 
composite materials. As described above, the piezoelectric sensor-actuator pairs as well as 
acousto-ultrasonic sensor methods rely on the use of a propagating waveform in order to 
detect damage within a structure [1]. The advantages of these methods are that the wave is 
able to penetrate within the material to provide detection capabilities for damage that 
cannot even be seen at the surface level. 
 The nanowire and nanoparticle methods have advantage for detecting deformations 
and stress states, as well as with integration with composite structures. Many of the 
methods that use some form of a resistive sensor unit are great at detecting strain within a 
structure, and thus the stress and loads being applied [2]. In certain applications this 
information can be used to alter the loading of the structure if it is discovered that the stress 
resultants are higher than expected and the loadings need to be changed before permanent 
damage occurs to the structure. Composite materials by nature can have the sensor systems 
easily embedded within them due to the nature of their manufacturing process. These sorts 
of resistive sensors are easy to integrate within as they are very thin and do not impede the 
normal material performance of the composite structure, and are quite resilient to 
deformations and strain on the composite [19]. 
 The laser based method for strain measurements of the surface of the composite has 
the advantage of being easily deployed for already existing structures. The only alteration 
to the composite is the application of the aforementioned “strain paint”, and the installation 
of the laser emitter and spectrometer for recording deformations in the material [3]. 
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3.2 Drawbacks of Various Methods 
 
 
 The biggest drawback of piezoelectric sensors is how when imbedded within a 
composite, they can cause detrimental changes to the original material properties of the 
structure. The piezoelectric sensors act as discontinuities within the composite structure 
and can disrupt the plys of the structure during curing and after when used in load and the 
environment [18]. This effect is caused due to the introduction of  a much weaker material, 
the piezoelectric sensors, which creates breaks in the fiber arrays. This creates stress 
concentrations in the material which can lead to premature failure of the composite 
structure and undue weight added to the structure, further decreasing the efficacy of its 
material properties [10]. 
 While resistive based sensors are easily integrated within composite structures, 
these type of sensor system are in general unable to provide detailed information on cracks 
and any delamination that can occur in the composite material [17]. Resistive sensors such 
as those derived from nano-particles and nano-wires are great at obtaining data on the 
deformation of a composite and are great at in-situ monitoring of composite, yet do not 
have the capability for specific damage detection like the wave propagation based sensors 
do. 
 The laser based sensor has a drawback in its ability to gather information from 
within the object. While this sensor system can gather surface level strain data it has little 
damage detection capabilities and cannot gather data from within the structure itself, where 
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the strain paint is not applied. This creates limits to the utility of the data in terms of long-
term damage estimated for the structure and remaining service life [3]. 
 SHM methods and sensor units each have their own advantages and disadvantages 
when it come to their applications for certain SHM practices. It is most important that the 
user and designer of a composite structure consider their needs when choosing a SHM 
sensor unit, and may even need multiple to fit their full list of requirements to ensure the 
long term health of a composite system. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
DISCUSSION OF EFFECTIVENESS AND UTILITY 
 
 
 As presented in the previous chapters, it can be seen that there are a variety of ways 
that structural health monitoring can be implemented and used for both damage detection 
and for calculating the stress and strain states of a structure. This chapter will cover in depth 
the effectiveness of the various sensor methods for collecting data based on damage 
detection and stress states. The circumstances in which these system might be used for 
SHM purposes of structures will be covered as well [19]. Figure 13 shows the 
implementation of a piezoelectric based SHM system used on an airplane. With aerospace 
technologies utilizing more and more composite parts and structures, it is becoming even 
more important for complex and comprehensive SHM system to be utilized. 
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Figure 13. Present SHM system used in aircraft with interconnected piezoelectric sensor systems [20]. 
 
 A large part of the research that is being done on varying sensor apparatus’, as well 
as on new sensor technologies, is how effective these sensors are for collecting useful data. 
Sensors need to be both accurate and holistic in their collection methods. The very reason 
that new SHM techniques are being developed is due to the current state of SHM in 
composites and other aerospace structures. For composite materials it is necessary for 
sensor systems to be able to gather data across the whole of the composite structure and 
not just at certain points along the structure that are predetermined to be areas of stress 
concentrations. While this method can work well for metals and other isotropic materials, 
composites do not behave as reliably or predictably as other types of materials [12]. Due 
to their orthotropic nature and prepotency to accrue matrix cracking and defects in the 
laminate, stress resultants can behave in quite unpredictable ways. Since stress and damage 
can occur in areas where it is not predicted, and thus would not have the required sensor 
density, in composite structures it is possible that stress concentrations and damage can go 
unnoticed, and lead to catastrophic failure. Thus the future of effective sensor systems will 
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require systems than can be implemented across an entire composite part or structure, 
whilst not interfering with the material properties [12]. 
 In terms of piezoelectric sensors, the research that has been done in expandable 
sensor system is promising for a SHM array that benefits from the damage detection 
capabilities of piezoelectric sensors [1]. The work that had been done on this sort of 
piezoelectric sensor network has been inspired from nature, and how the nervous systems 
forms an active detecting network across living organisms. This system also lends itself 
way to large scale manufacturing as the sensor arrays can be fabricated in a relatively small 
space, and then expand to full size afterwards to cover and entire composite structure [5]. 
This type of structure can also easily embedded within a composite system and integrated 
well with existing composite designs. Intelligent structure optimization and SHM 
capabilities for damage detection and lifespan analysis of the structure can be done with an 
embedded sensor system [19]. 
 In terms of the other category of fibrous and nano-particle based sensor systems, 
some of the better systems are able to be embedded within the composite matrix and require 
little other external instrumentation [2]. While there are some novel systems for detecting 
strain and thus the resultant stresses on a structure, they tend to require additional 
instrumentation. More devices can weigh down on the structure and cannot be easily used 
to monitor that entire structure consistently. An example of this is a strain paint sensor 
system that utilizes a laser source and a spectrometer for accurate strain measurement of a 
composite part [3]. This technique while proven to be accurate require additional heavy 
instrumentation that cannot be easily implemented for real structures in-situ, and would be 
better suited for non-destructive testing rather than SHM. Other fiber based sensor systems 
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actually utilize similar carbon fibers to that used in many types of common graphite based 
composite structures, yet have its own obstacles to implementation [9]. The work that has 
been done in this area have not yet created fibers that can be implemented in graphite based 
composites, as the sensor fibers themselves are also graphite [19], and can only be 
implemented in non-conductive composite materials. 
 One of the most promising application of embeddable sensors for SHM of 
composites is a flexible fiber based sensor system that can be placed inside of the composite 
even during the layup process. This not only allows for structural health monitoring of the 
material post processing, but would allow for monitoring the curing process of the epoxy 
matrix of the structure as well [2]. This would be quite effective at providing some 
preliminary parameters on what the current damage and stress state of a composite part is 
after curing. For all composites the curing process is exothermic and when the part cools 
back down to operating temperature there is stress that builds up in the part. Stress 
accumulation is due to the uneven thermal expansion of the polymeric matrix binding 
material and the more rigid reinforcing fibers [17]. Figure 14 shows how these flexible 
circuits can be integrated in composites and be used for health monitoring during the curing 
process and after for more conventional SHM. 
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Figure 14. Schematic illustration of composites with integrated flexible sensor matrix for in situ life cycle 
monitoring [2]. 
 
 Another advantage that the fibrous and nanoparticle based embeddable sensor 
system have over some larger systems is that they do not impede the material performance 
of the composite to the degree that some of the larger sensor system do [2]. Any 
discontinuity in a composite can lead to a decrease in ultimate yield strength and the 
resilience and toughness of the structure. Some of the larger piezoelectric sensor systems 
have this sort of problem if they are imbedded within the composite structure [5]. 
Decreasing sensor size is an effective way to mitigate this problem, which the thin and 
spread out fiber based sensor systems excel at. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS, RECCOMENDATIONS, & APPLICATIONS 
 
 
SHM  is an important technology and is critical for the optimized use of composite 
materials in structures and even smaller parts. Previously in this paper, focus was placed 
on the methods of data analysis for damage detection and stress state awareness, as well as 
they various sensor systems and techniques for collecting said data. Now some context will 
be given to these different sensor systems, and how they can be applied and used in real 
world applications for structural health monitoring of composite parts.  
Current applications for SHM are mostly limited to large civil engineering projects, 
such as bridges and skyscrapers, as well as aerospace and aeronautical applications [4]. 
SHM can be and should be utilized in many more applications that involve the use of 
composite materials. Future applications can be implemented in civilian vehicles that are 
using more and more composite materials, and can benefit from the sensing technology 
SHM provides. As discussed previously in this paper, SHM, while adding cost and 
complexity to a part or structure, has several benefits as well. Structural health monitoring 
decreases maintenance costs and can prolong the service life of a structure by mitigating 
the need for excess factors of safety for the loadings of these parts. It also allows for the 
implementation of “intelligent structures” that are state aware and can notify when critical 
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damage has occurred or when the loading on the part is at dangerous levels that could lead 
to catastrophic damage. 
SHM is a diverse an powerful tool that allows for engineers and designers to gather 
more data and be more aware of the damages that occur in composite structures, as well as 
design better composite parts. The nature of composite materials means that we need to be 
much more complex in predicting the properties of said structure. This differs from 
isotropic materials like metals, and as such SHM provides useful insights on the current 
stress state and damage index of the structure. While the different sensor systems are useful 
for different applications, it is evident that to create a holistic understanding of the current 
state of a composite structure, a combination of sensor arrays should be used. Piezoelectric 
sensors are great at damage detection while resistive based fiber sensors are great at 
detecting strain and stress. In conclusion, structural health monitoring system are vital for 
determining the current damage state of composite systems, relying on  data acquisition 
and processing system for collecting stress state data and analyzing for statistical likelihood 
of damage detection. 
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